The Vaccine Does
Change Your DNA
Covid-19 was and is a Bioweapon
Part 1
Before going into the important matters here, I will share remarks I sent to a good friend
in California about the many vaccines being brought to market without proof of any
efficacy or safety.
“The virus was a bioweapon, dangerous enough to scare people into taking the vaccine
or whatever they want to call it but it is not a vaccine, it is intended to change the DNA.
I have three academic research abstracts that confirm this fact. The three sources
include: (All are virologist researchers)
1. A team of 12 scientists from India
2. Dr. Luc Montagnier, the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize winner who discovered HIV &
Jean Claud Perez, associate
3. Dr. Li-Meng Yan, MD, PhD, China
Summary of their abstract papers:
Persons contracting the Covid-19 virus do undergo an alteration to the DNA of the
infected cells, the so-called "Host DNA". This is due to the inclusion of retroviral HIV-1
fragments. They do not however contract HIV itself, as the complete genomic
sequence of this retrovirus is not present.
Retroviruses are a type of virus that use RNA as their genetic material and a special
enzyme called reverse transcriptase to translate the virus's genetic information into
DNA. That DNA can then integrate into the host (your) cell's DNA. At this point, the
retrovirus can replicate itself using your cells resources. It "goes viral". The HIV-1
fragments act in the normal biological manner as the entire HIV virus itself.
However, and this is the major difference between the virus and the vaccine, the latter
does permanently alter a person's entire DNA.
The difference lies within the additional components embedded within the vaccine itself.
Working in tandem with the Covid-19 virus, and the fragments of the retrovirus HIV-1, all
of the "host DNA" is permanently changed.
As a RNA virus, Covid-19 functions as a vector to transmit the HIV-1 fragment into a
cell's cytosol. At this point the roles are reversed with the retroviral HIV-1 fragments
now acting as a vector for the delivery of the Covid-19 virus into the cell's nucleus.
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These fragments of HIV-1 improve the "gain of function" of Covid-19 as a virus,
increasing its mobility, without an increase in mortality.
The grand delusion of 2019-nCOV/COVID-19 and its attendant mainstream narrative
proclaiming the virus being of natural origin, has obfuscated verified science evidence to
the contrary. Specifically, not 4, or 6, but 18 genomic fragments (inserts) of HIV-1 have
deliberately and artificially been placed within the overall genome of Covid-19, a singlestranded RNA virus.
As a retrovirus, these HIV-1 fragments while not forming the entire genome of the HIV
virus itself, is directly relevant to every human. As the scientists and their associate
have proved with their research papers, these fragments serve the designed biological
objective known as "gain of function".
The master plan requires that all humans be given a vaccine, which also includes the
virus itself since unknown to those that are Covid-19 free.
The inserted pathogens were delivered by aerial spraying through chemtrails from
aircraft above around the world.”
The reason I stated “the inserted pathogens were delivered by aerial spraying through
chemtrails from aircraft” is because of the quickness the Coronavirus spread from
China. Early maps posted on the Internet showed the virus breaking out almost
simultaneously around the world. The disbursing of the pathogens used also indicated
different strains of the Coronavirus appearing in various countries around the world.
This again suggests a massive plan of poisoning the world’s population, with the socalled virus but with varying degrees of harm.
This exceeds the natural biological changes brought about by a "common" retrovirus.
The above researchers agreed that what they found could not have occurred naturally!
The implications of their research work are that the so-called Covid-19 was a “lab
produced”, i.e., “man-made” and not a natural occurrence. This was known as early as
March or April, 2020, yet was missing completely in media reporting!
I will state unequivocally, that the media has deliberately withheld any knowledge to the
affect that this is a Bioweapon or anything concerning the method of its delivery. I have
stated that this is part and parcel of a global “Depopulation” effort being conducted
through the UN Agenda 21 & Agenda 2030. Dr. Luc Montagnier noted that the various
journals have been censoring papers concluding with findings that Covid-19 is not a
natural occurring virus and needs further investigation.
In Part 2 of this, I will share more details of what I have included to this point.
People are being deceived into thinking that the Pfizer or Moderna vaccine does not
affect them or change their DNA. This is simply not true! This information is from
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several sources. Lance Johnson did an article on this some weeks ago and there are
ample sources of additional information from which I have to draw upon to help expose
the so-called vaccine fraud. It’s not even a vaccine straight up. Big pharma Pfizer’s
own literature states that it is something other than a vaccine.
The experimental injections being rolled out by Moderna and Pfizer are nothing similar
to traditional vaccines. These mRNA platforms are an “operating system” designed to
program human beings and turn their cells into efficient drug delivery systems.
Moderna is now going public with the real intentions behind the mRNA platform. The
mRNA technology platform is similar to a computer operating system, the company
admits.
Scientists prepare a unique mRNA sequence that codes for a specific protein. Once
injected into humans, this program is carried out in the individual’s body, at the cellular
level.
The mRNA platform is where Big Pharma merges with Big Tech, enslaving human
beings to a controlling system designed to profit from their cellular and biological
functions into the unforeseeable future.
Moderna admits that healthy immune systems are a threat to their mRNA
platform.

As mRNA platforms go live on human populations, Moderna admits that healthy human
immune responses can actually destroy the mRNA sequences before they get into the
person’s cells.
The immune system may attack the program and its RNA fragments, leading to
negative outcomes that could include molecular deficiencies, hormonal defects, etc..
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If the protein folding is disrupted, the proteins may never achieve their desired
functionality, leading to partial development of antigens that never confer targeted
immunity to coronavirus spike proteins.
The body may turn on its own cells in the process, causing hyper-inflammatory
responses and autoimmune issues that are the precursor to organ failure and various
disease processes.
During the so-called pandemic, public health officials were mum on the actions people
should take to mount a healthy immune response to infection. Now we know why these
public health officials were telling people they must wait on a vaccine to go back to
normal. They did not want people to have a healthy immune system aided by such
vitamins as C, D3, Zinc, or Elderberry.
The people behind the mRNA experimentation of humans are building psychological
justification and scientific precedent to declare the human immune systems incapable.
This is part of the big picture promoting the idea that science is better than what God
equipped us with. Examples are GMO foods, crops, and all of life. Bill Gates owns
500,000 shares of Monsanto and is pushing lab-made meat, foods, etc. God help us!
Their first attempt is this: WHO Changes Definition of ‘Herd Immunity’, Literally ReWriting Hundreds of Years of Scientific Understanding, Just to Push Vaccines.
In this way, people will submit their bodies to the latest mRNA programs as they
become dependent on the biological software that has been created for them.
This is an open door toward trans-humanism, and millions of people are buying into it.
By casting shame on human immune systems, drug companies have also found the
perfect alibi for when their experiments cause injury in humans.
It’s not the injected technology that is causing allergic reactions, seizures, infertility and
death, claim the drug companies… It’s the individual’s human’s immune system that is
causing all the pain and misery, they demand.
The drug companies will demand that more carefully crafted mRNA programs and
interventions will be needed to “perfect” human beings.
The new mRNA vaccines are dependency programs, designed to manipulate and
enslave human biological functions. The idea is condition humans to receive vaccines
intended to augment them, by upgrading the existing body.
Moderna brags that “several hundred scientists and engineers are solely focused on
advancing Moderna’s platform technology.”
The new mRNA vaccines are dependency programs, designed to manipulate and
enslave human biological functions.
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These scientists are attempting to “hack” humans with bio-information and make
populations dependent on the technology. Moderna has even dubbed their mRNA
platform the ‘Software of Life.’

These scientists are looking for ways to help the foreign mRNA avoid immune detection.
They are also experimenting with ways to trick the cell’s ribosomes into processing the
mRNA as if it was natural. God does not like counterfeits!
They are also plotting ways to instruct the human cells to produce the artificial proteins
long term.
Watch Dr. Carrie Madej explain how this new vaccine platform can change the way we
live, who we are, what we are: [Internet censors have blocked her video on this]. I
watched it a few months back. It may still be available at a few web sites.
Moderna was founded on the success of using modified RNA to reprogram the function
of a human stem cell, therefore genetically modifying it. Moderna’s answer to a vaccine
is a gene therapy program not a vaccine.
As these RNA “operating systems” are installed in human bodies, it becomes even
clearer that drug companies are looking to genetically modify and own human proteins
while controlling biological processes for generations to come.
On both a psychological and physiological level, human beings are being branded like
cattle as they submit to these mRNA software programs.
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This system is not medicine, nor is it vaccination. This system is complete cellular
manipulation, using foreign biological molecules to code, decode, regulate, change the
expression of, and alter the physiological instructions within human beings.
Operation Dark Winter and Deaths from the COVID-19 Chemical Pathogenic
Device (The Non-vaccine) January 12, 2021 by Dee McLachlan says:
“This species experiment to inject this new technology into every human could be from
the script of a sci-fi horror movie. Why would you want to vaccinate billions of children
that are not affected by the so-called virus? And if this mRNA technology is so safe why
is there a ‘no liability’ clause? Anyway, we should stop calling the Covid-19 vaccine a
‘vaccine’. It is clear that there is something sinister afoot.”
I was going to break her article into two or more, but have decided to combine the three
topics to keep the comments in one thread. The three connected parts are:
1. Recent deaths from the Covid-19 ‘vaccine’,
2. Dr. David Martin on the vaccine as a “pathogen creator… It is not a vaccine”, and
3. Dr. Igor Shepherd on the plan to reprogram our immune system.
Fallout from the Shots:
The first person I heard that passed away from the Pfizer “vaccine” was Nurse Tiffany
Dover, as I reported in this article, “If Only Nurse Dover Listened to Anti-Lockdown
Protest Song.” Her Instagram account remains unchanged, with over 10,000 messages
asking for her to reply. Sadly, it seems she passed away as many online investigators
located her death being reported on Search Quarry — a search tool that has now
specifically blocked searching just her name.
Another very sad example is Dr. Gregory Michael (56). Heidi Neckelmann, Dr.
Michael’s widow said her husband was vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine on December
18th and died 16 days later — as quoted in the Daily Mail (and here in Infowars).
Heidi says, “In my mind his death was 100 percent linked to the vaccine. There is no
other explanation,” … “He was in very good health. He didn’t smoke, he drank alcohol
once in a while but only socially. He worked out, we had kayaks, he was a deep-sea
fisherman.” she added. In a recent health check, he was absolutely healthy.
It is reported that “Three days after vaccination, small spots began to appear on
Gregory Michael’s feet and hands. In response, he went to the emergency room at
Mount Sinai. As his blood count was not in the normal ranges, he was admitted to the
intensive care unit, according to Heidi Neckelmann. Unfortunately, he suffered a stroke
and died.”
Our thoughts go out to his family.
To continue:
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Sonia Acevedo, a 41-year-old nurse suffered a ‘sudden death’ at her home on 1
January 2021, 48 hours after being vaccinated with the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.
“Acevedo’s father, while speaking to the local media, said his daughter was absolutely
fine after receiving the vaccine jab and did not show any symptoms before her
death.” Sonia, a frontline health worker, and mother of two, worked at the Portuguese
Institute of Oncology in the department of pediatrics in Porto.
Epoch Times reports on “Severe Allergic Reactions to COVID-19 Vaccines
Occurring at Higher Rate than Flu Shots.” Ten times more! Officials at the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) said that the reactions, known as
anaphylaxis, are happening at a rate of 11.1 per million vaccinations. With flu vaccines,
anaphylaxis occurs at a rate of 1.3 per 1 million injections. But Dr. Nancy Messonnier,
director of the CDC’s National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, said
“…but I want to reassure you, this is still a rare outcome.”
How rare? “…Carlos Palestino, the brother-in-law of Mexican doctor Karla Cecilia
Perez, was paralyzed hours after receiving the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine,
according to reports.”
Stop Calling This a Vaccine
It may be worth listening to Dr. David Martin describe the so-called vaccine as a
“Chemical Synthetic Pathogen Device” — a pathogenic envelope that is injected into
the body. To call it a vaccine is to fall into the paradigm of anti-vaxxers v pro-vaxxers —
which is not helpful. This, Martin and others declare, is not a vaccine; it’s a mechanical
medical device.
The VIDEO with Dr. Martin, RFK Jr, Rocco Galati and Judy Mikovits can also be viewed
at the Awakening Channel. To quote Dr. Martin:
“Let’s stipulate, this is not a vaccine… We’re using this term vaccine to sneak it
under public health exemptions… This is a mRNA packaged in a fat envelope that
is delivered to a cell. It is a medical device designed to stimulate the human cell
into becoming a pathogen creator. It is not a vaccine. Vaccines are a legally
defined term…”
Dr. Igor Shepard who relocated from Russia to the U.S. in 1993. He has been
suspended for warning the public that the coming COVID vaccines are “biological
weapons of mass destruction”. But wasn’t Dr. Simone Gold (leader of “America’s
Frontline Doctors”) suspended for speaking out? So maybe it worth listening to Dr.
Shepherd.
Dr. Igor Shepherd and Bioweapons
An unidentified host introduces the doctor who is/was a readiness and countermeasures
program manager at the Wyoming Department of Health Preparedness and Response
Unit in Cheyenne, Wyoming. To provide a little background, Dr. Shepherd was involved
in technical research and development on national domestic preparedness and nuclear
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security for the DOJ for Domestic Preparedness, Department of Homeland Security,
DOE and NSA, DOD, ETRA, FEMA, National Guard, tactical SWAT teams, law
enforcement, first responders, medical professionals. Being from Russia, Shepherd
says [quoting from the transcript]…
“SHEPHERD: …I came from a very dark world… I need to go a little bit back in my
background as a military physician, internist and specialist on weapons of mass
destruction… I was born under Communism.”
“…I became a military officer and military physician at Strategic Rocket Force of the
Soviet Union. I spent four years of my life as a chief health officer in Poland with special
battalions, special operations battalions… That’s a time when I did a lot of stuff I’m not
proud of. I did a lot of different vaccinations and immunizations on people, soldiers,
civilian personnel… So, they brought in those suitcases of clean ampules with the
material and I did the injections. Eighty-five injections an hour. Special injectors. I could
not share any side effects, localized inflammation, generalized side effects, nothing. It
was not my point. Because Military Intelligence was breathing upon me.”
He continues…
“SHEPHERD: I want to tell you something very interesting that happened a few days
ago when CDC decided not to count flu patient cases anymore for 2021… We have a
problem, we have a deception, and we have treason… what I’m trying to reach to you,
when I started researching the situation with COVID pandemic and SARS-2-CoV virus, I
learned that this virus actually clearly is very similar to the 2003 SARS, Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome virus, which happened in 2003… They said it’s mutated. So, we
don’t have a SARS-2 anymore. We need to call it SARS-3 or 4 or 5, because mutations
happen constantly with this strange ghost-looking virus. Why are we facing this?”
“I’ll tell you why we’re facing this. I go back to my Communist time. I was trained to
destroy the United States of America. Forgive me for that… So, if I tell you the COVID
pandemic was prepared for the last 19 years in the United States… Nineteen years,
I believe, since 2001, called Operation Dark Winter exercise, biological. Between
2000 to 2006, I worked on some projects, some classified projects at the Nevada
Nuclear Test Site, city of Mercury, for NNSA, National Nuclear Security Agency. We did
some work with DTRA, Defense Threat Reduction Agency. They did some biological
tests inside the test site and such things.”
“It took a lot of years for them to prepare for this moment, today, in the United States.
And globally. It’s a global mission to bring global Communism into every corner of this
land. Not only the world, the United States. The plan of the destruction of the United
States right now is going with full speed. And vaccines are playing a major role in
this part.”
Shepherd goes back to his military work in Poland and that he was involved in
organizations that were developing many biological weapons of mass destruction such
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as viral, and bacterial — mostly genetic weapons. He says they were developing
genetic, recombinant DNA type, Messenger RNA biological weapons.
He says these vaccines are not a new technology, “The technologies were used 30
years ago in the Soviet Union — and then China and North Korea and Cuba…” He
describes the 1977, USSR/90/77 project where they used subway systems to spray
weaponized influenza A on the Soviet population. “Why did they choose subways in
Leningrad? … They go very deep down there. So, airflow is beautifully controlled…
Around 70,000 people died from that event…”
What’s going on here? …the most technologies which are used today by Big Pharma,
and I already told you, is Messenger RNA technology, which will reprogram our
immune system and take control of our immune system. We will no longer control
our immune system. It controls us.
He then goes to Project “Factor,” a classified Russian project, in the early 1990s. They
learned how to over-stimulate the immune system of people to create super-fast
debilitating diseases. “How long does it take to develop multiple sclerosis for a person?
It takes time. If it’s a biological release, it will only take about two weeks and the person
cannot walk anymore.”
He then mentions Chinese involvement.
“Pfizer is working with BioNTech, a German company. German company and Pfizer are
working with Fosun Pharmaceuticals from Shanghai, China …Beijing Institute of
Biotechnology, and the Academy of Medical Military Science of China… It means the
Chinese Military Biodefense. …So, they all connected to AstraZeneca, Moderna,
Johnson & Johnson –- actually, it’s through Janssen, another company, not Chinese
actually, but with very deep roots in China, since the ‘80s.”
“Up to 15 years is a normal vaccine time. Now it’s squished into two or three
months? Secretly, it was not two or three months. It was ready a long time ago.
Maybe years ago. …Moderna said they developed a vaccine after that, when they
received the [Chinese] samples in three hours! …Because all of these vaccines were
built with algorithms. It’s mechanical. …They’re trying to reprogram us now… to
reprogram our bodies actually.“
“…global Communism. That’s an agenda… I don’t even know if they [the vaccines] are
actually for the COVID disease at all. Are you sure this is what it’s all about, this socalled pandemic, with a 99.8% recovery rate? And the whole world needs to be
vaccinated fast. …All six, all six vaccination companies, who are building vaccines for
the United States, all are in deep relation and financial affiliations from DARPA directly,
military, the United States. Why such a close relation? Let’s talk about Moderna.
Moderna is another mRNA-type technological vaccine. They’ve had a close relation with
DARPA since 2013.”
Shepherd talks about Project “Box” or “Container 666,” then moves back to Pfizer.
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“I researched Pfizer’s three Messenger RNA formulations [the vaccine contains 3
different mRNA formulations]. Not even one. Three Messenger RNA’s coming into
your body with different purposes. Some purposes are innocent, some not, and
some are questionable. But it’s patented… It’s a secret so we cannot talk to you…
It’s classified.”
“…They’re using nanoparticles, lipides, three or four lipides used. …It goes deep inside.
OK, fine. It’s not supposed to reach the nucleus of the cell at all. It’s not supposed to
reach the DNA or our human genome. It’s not supposed to… with this current
vaccination campaign, we’ll all be guinea pigs. So, let’s see what happens in five,
seven, 10 years from now. …Oh, a second pandemic comes but something different.”
“…I believe these vaccines are the first step in the transformational
synchronization of your body. The more vaccines will be added to you annually,
in the form of mandatory or not, because they either create links and bigger
genetic shifts inside, which shifts more and more away from your human genome
God gave you, OK? At some point in life, it will not be returned.”
Interestingly, the FDA head urges states to start giving COVID-19 vaccines to elderly
Americans and move on to lower priority groups in a desperate attempt to speed the US
rollout's glacial pace.
The head of the Food and Drug Administration is urging states to start offering COVID19 vaccines to more people in order to speed up the glacial pace of the US vaccination
effort.
Unexpected vaccine resistance from top-priority health care workers and red tape from
rigid state vaccination plans have dragged the pace of the rollout. Just 6.25 million
Americans have received their first doses of vaccine.
“We've heard in the press that some folks have said, 'OK, I'm waiting to get all of my
health-care workers vaccinated. We have about 35 percent uptake of the vaccine,'' said
FDA Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn at a Friday Alliance for Health Policy meeting. “I
think it reasonable to expand that.”
More than 21 million doses of coronavirus vaccines have been distributed to states, but
fewer than 30 percent of them have been used.
Although health care workers and nursing home patients are considered top priority for
vaccination, insisting upon only vaccinating them is creating a bottleneck in the rollout
with up to 80 percent of nursing home and hospital staff refusing shots.
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FDA Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn said he 'strongly encourages' states to
vaccinate more people, expanding COVID-19 shot access beyond health care
workers to speed the rollout.
John Rappoport of No More Fake News said it well on January 12th, 2021:
“Once more, dear reader, I venture into the insane world where experts falsely claim
they’ve proved SARS-CoV-2 exists. Within that world, they contradict themselves. They
just can’t keep their story straight.”
So let’s begin with Tony Fauci. We have him on video making the following statement:
“…In all the history of respiratory borne viruses of any type, asymptomatic transmission
has never been the driver of outbreaks…Even if there’s a rare asymptomatic person
that might transmit [the virus], an epidemic is not driven by an asymptomatic carrier.”
“Fauci is emphatic. People with no symptoms who are carrying a virus? Not a problem.
They don’t spread the virus to other people. They don’t cause or maintain an epidemic.
Now let’s turn to the CDC. Jay Butler, CDC deputy director for infectious diseases just
told the Washington Post, “The bottom line is controlling the COVID-19 pandemic really
is going to require controlling the silent pandemic of transmission from persons without
symptoms.”
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“Just the opposite of what Fauci said.
So now we have this:
ONE: People who carry the virus but have no symptoms don’t cause or maintain an
epidemic.
TWO: Those very people ARE a major problem, and the epidemic can’t be controlled
without controlling them—with masks, distancing, and lockdowns.
Follow the science? What science?
On the back of this gibberish, nations all over the world are seeing their economies
destroyed, and hundreds of millions of lives ruined.
It’s a freak show, and the freaks are running it.
Of course, the experts can lie their way out of this. They can say, “Well, this is the
FIRST TIME in human history that people with no symptoms are driving an epidemic.
We’ve never seen it before…”
Right. This is a special case. Astounding.
If you believe that, I have condos for sale on the far side of the moon.
The truth is, the experts are starting backwards from an unexpressed premise, which is:
WE WANT TO LOCK DOWN THE PLANET AND WRECK ITS ECONOMY, AS THE
FIRST STEP TO CREATING A BRAND NEW WORLD OF TECHNOCRATIC
CONTROL. NOW, WHAT DO WE HAVE TO SAY IN ORDER TO MAKE THAT
HAPPEN?
This is how official science operates. It’s political and totalitarian, and it pretends to be
objective.
So Jay Butler, the CDC deputy director, rounds off his statement to the Washington
Post with this: “The community mitigation tools that we have [masks, distancing,
lockdowns] need to be utilized broadly to be able to slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2
from all infected persons, at least until we have those vaccines widely available.”
Translation: We have to keep lying, to keep the global population under lock and key.
Putting the Chinese model of control in place, in Western countries, takes time. Buy the
con for another few years and we’ll have an iron grip on the population.”
The alleged Vaccine is neither a vaccine nor is it medicine. It is the beginning of
changing your humanity into that of a trans-human beast. This is Biblical when you
compare the Biblical text with that which people are being herded into receiving the first
of many “injections” that steal their individuality!
Dollar General is offering its 157,000 employees four hours wages to get the vaccine in
a business report on Fox News on January 13 th. The government is spending $250-
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million dollars in advertising to motivate you to say Yes! Watch for the ultimate perk in
the near future, “Immortality” for receiving their frequent injections.

The US has vaccinated less than two percent of its population. Many of the states that
lag furthest behind have the strictest programs for who can be vaccinated when.
“I would strongly encourage that we move forward with giving states the opportunity to
be more expansive in who they can give the vaccine to,” Hahn said.
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo, for example has been adamant that no one in his
state cut the line ahead of health care workers and nursing home patients.
But the state has only used about 38 percent of its doses. One clinic even had to throw
out four doses of vaccine that were left out too long while staff waited for eligible
recipients.
None came.
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Hundreds of elderly people are lining up for coronavirus vaccines in Florida
where a shortage of workers to administer shots is holding up the rollout there.

After that incident and calls from New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio for state to expand
eligibility, Cuomo finally revised rules so that people over 75, first responders, public
transit and safety workers can now get vaccinated starting Monday.
Other states, such as Mississippi, which has given the smallest percentage of its
vaccine doses of any state, with similarly strict priority groups have hit the same
problem.
Hahn's call echoes that of Health Human Services (HHS) Secretary Alex Azar's
comments earlier this week.
He warned states against 'micromanaging.' “There is no reason that states need to
complete, say, vaccinating all health-care providers, before opening vaccinations to
older Americans or other especially vulnerable populations,' he said during a
Wednesday press conference.”
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The Family Health Center of Harlem (above) was forced to thrown out four doses
of the Moderna vaccine after staffers refused the shot and no eligible recipients
could be found.
“If they are using all the vaccine that is allocated, ordered, distributed, shipped and they
are getting it into health-care providers' arms, every bit of it, that's great.”
“But if for some reason their distribution is struggling and they are having vaccine sit in
freezers, then by all means you ought to be opening it up to people 70 and older.”
States that have implemented more flexible vaccine distribution plans have raced ahead
of others.
Connecticut, for example, considered everyone from doctors to school nurses and
custodians part of its highest priority vaccine group.
The state has used about 60 percent of its coronavirus vaccines, whereas New York with its previous restrictions for just front line workers like ICU nurses and nursing home
residents - has used half as many of its allotted doses.
President-elect Joe Biden is also hoping to speed vaccinations by releasing virtually all
available doses of coronavirus vaccines as soon as possible, rather than holding back
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half the supply for booster doses, as the Trump administration has done, a transition
team spokesperson told CNN.
It is a tragedy, a crime against humanity, first in misrepresenting an experimental gene
therapy as a vaccine. Statistics to date shows adverse effects are 50% higher than the
yearly flu vaccine. If people only knew the history of vaccines, they might have a more
intelligent understanding of this criminal experiment. If you take it, get you an attorney
and make your last will and testament as a part of your final plans in the event of your
death!
Blessings,
Pastor Bob Reid, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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